The speech by Mr. Mounir Kharma - Chairman & CEO
at the 25th Anniversary of GlobeMed (26/5/2016)

01. Thank you Maxim Chaaya, a Hero from Lebanon and my Hero.
02. Ladies and gentleman; distinguished guests, I am honored
to welcome you all to GlobeMed’s 25th Anniversary
celebration. We truly appreciate it that some of you took
all the trouble just to be with us this evening.
03. This event is not intended to remind some that they are
getting old but to recognize and honor all those that
contributed, over the years, to make GlobeMed a market
leader, a position we intend to keep.
04. In this respect:
We owe special thanks and recognition to all the GlobeMed colleagues, past and
a. present, at all operations. Some of these employees dedicated most of their working
life to GlobeMed.
We owe special thanks and recognition to all our business partners, clients, and health
b. providers that accompanied our progress over the years. You are our driving force behind
our success.
c. Also, we owe a lot of gratitude to the colleagues, throughout the insurance and health
sectors. The big strides ahead that your sectors achieved over the years inspired us to
meet and exceed the expectations required from us.
Thank you all and may God bless you and keep you well.
05. GlobeMed started in 1991 and I am so grateful to have been part of this formidable journey.
Frankly speaking, I didn’t see this great adventure coming my way. I only saw the hard
work ahead and knew that I had to live up to the expectations.
06. In the past 25 years, GlobeMed served over 100 organizations in both the social and
private insurance sectors. We retained the vast majority of those that we served. I see
faces of many friends in this gathering that take me back in the memory to the early years
of MedNet Liban. God bless you.
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07. In the early 90s, insurance companies used to think of health insurance as an
“accommodation line”. They were delighted if they did not lose money under their
portfolio! We’ve since helped them to higher the bar of their expectations and to demand
profits. Meantime, we also helped them to better serve their clients and shareholders.
08. We had no illusions that the success of our clients will also be GlobeMed’s success. We
recognized that our clients’ success comes through the satisfaction of their own clients.
We thus focused to serve them accordingly.
09. The focus on GlobeMed’s Human Resources Development was always GlobeMed’s
propeller toward excellence. Over the years, we have developed GlobeMed Academy for
providing professional education and training services to our employees and the staff
of the health providers. This is not to forget the Coding School established with USJ in
2002 open to the public.
10. The 25th celebration at GlobeMed is about the successful outcomes of these years.
11. Yet our focus is on the coming 25 years with the same courage to lead & the pride to serve.
12. As a technology based company where “disruptive change” is a real risk or an
opportunity maker! GlobeMed has a management structure for continuous improvement
of our processes and programs yet we are also constantly evaluating the alternatives;
particularly in this age where technology and data exploitations are changing how the
world operates.
13. We currently have in excess of 200 projects under development or in the pipeline at
GlobeMed. A good number of these relate to analytics, predictive action and machine
learning. Full automation of the processes is in the foreseeable future, yet the need for
creativity will persist forever. This is what we bring to the table.
14. We are all hopes and aspirations that our success story will continue to be an example
of adaptation and innovation. We expect that the next 25 years will be much more
challenging and look forward to it.  انشــاهللI hope to see you all then.
ّ
ّ
15. Please enjoy your evening with us; وسهال
أهال
and see you in 25 years time!!!
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